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Executive Summary
The Arch Cape Domestic Water Supply District is pleased to present its 2015 Water
Management and Conservation Plan (WMCP) to the Oregon Water Resources
Department (OWRD) and interested parties. This plan is specifically prepared to meet the
requirements of Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) Chapter 690 Division 86. The
objective of the plan is to provide a guiding framework for the effective management and
conservation of the Arch Cape Domestic Water Supply District’s water resources. The
Arch Cape Domestic Water Supply District (“the District”) believes the details outlined
in the following plan provide a comprehensive strategy for ensuring that continual service
is provided to meet the present and future water use needs of the residents of Arch Cape,
while maintaining a focus on conservation.
The District last submitted a WMCP in 1998. Since that time, the District has made
significant progress in servicing its residents and carrying out water conservation
measures. Progress made in combining service and conservation needs includes the
construction of a 520,000 gallon glass-lined steel reservoir, the installation of new radioread meters throughout the District, the construction of a new membrane surface water
treatment plant, upgrading out-dated sections of distribution piping, and the construction
of the Asbury Creek Water Intake. The District also has adopted a rate structure that
encourages conservation through a multi-tiered rate schedule, established for customer
accounts with excess monthly water consumption. The District Board of Directors and
staff share a common commitment to marrying the 2015 WMCP with the needs of the
Arch Cape community, in cooperation with the guidance of the Oregon Water Resources
Department.

Section 1: WMCP Plan Elements
1.1 Notice to Affected Local Governments
OAR 690-086-0140(1)
Thirty days prior to submitting the WMCP to OWRD, notice of availability of the draft
plan was provided to all local affected governments. The following are the local public
agencies and governments that are affected by the operations of the Arch Cape Domestic
Water Supply District:
Arch Cape Sanitary District
The Arch Cape Sanitary District provides sanitary service to all of the homes in Arch
Cape. An Intergovernmental Agreement exists between the District and the Arch Cape
Sanitary District.
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Clatsop County Planning Department
The Land Use Planning Division reviews and issues permits for land use development
throughout rural Clatsop County.
Cannon View Park, Inc.
Cannon View Park is a subdivision within Arch Cape that has an independent spring-fed
water system. A temporary emergency supply agreement exists between the two water
providers, in the event of a water emergency.
Cannon Beach Rural Fire Protection District
The Cannon Beach Fire Department provides fire protection to all properties in Arch
Cape, and utilizes the fire hydrants and water supply of the District.
Oregon Department of Transportation
ODOT operates and maintains Highway 101, the Oregon Coast Highway, which bisects
Arch Cape.
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
ODFW is responsible for the protection and management of fish habitat on both streams
which supply water to the District.

1.2 Proposed WMCP Update Schedule
OAR 690-086-0126(6)
The District intends to submit a progress report to OWRD every five years, to review
benchmarks and progress on proposed water use and conservation measures. The District
proposes submitting an updated WMCP in January 2025.

Section 2: Water Supplier Description
This section is written to satisfy the requirements of OAR 690-086-0140. It serves to
provide a close understanding of the District’s water sources, service area, population
served, existing water rights, and demands for water. This section also examines the
adequacy and reliability of the District’s existing water supply. The District’s customers
and their water use patterns are described; as well as the water system, interconnections
with other water suppliers, and a quantification of system leakage.
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2.1 Supplier’s Sources
OAR 690-086-0140(1)
Presently, two sources provide water to the District: Shark Creek and Asbury Creek.
Shark and Asbury Creeks are fed by a combination of springs and smaller spring-fed
tributaries within the 1250 acre drinking water shed. The majority of this land is owned
by private timber companies. Both creeks generally provide high quality water, however,
in recent years a high volume of silt has accumulated in the Shark Creek impoundment.
It is suspected that recent timber harvesting activities in the upper Shark Creek Basin
have caused the increased deposition of sediment.
The point of diversion location for Shark Creek is: NW ¼ SE ¼, Section 19, T4N,
R10W,W.M.; 250 feet South and 800 feet East from the C ¼ Corner of Section 19.
The point of diversion for Asbury Creek is: SE 1/4 SW 1/4, Section 19, T4N, R10W,
W.M.; 865 feet North and 1290 feet West from the S ¼ Corner of Section 19.
The Shark Creek Intake was constructed in 1960 and consists of a submerged, screened
concrete structure that collects and conveys water by gravity to the filter plant through a
6-inch PVC pipeline. The intake has been maintained and is in good working order, with
complete replacement of the transmission line to the filtration plant occurring in 2010.
The intake structure is within the surface impoundment formerly used as the water
system reservoir. The impoundment is created by a concrete dam across Shark Creek.
During the dry season, water in the impoundment is measured by installing a V-notched
weir. The District uses the weir to monitor the flow in Shark Creek for compliance with
the flow requirements of the water right.
The Asbury Creek intake was constructed in 1999 and consists of a screened concrete
intake structure connected by an 8-inch diameter pipe to a concrete wet well. The wet
well is approximately 18 feet deep, and contains two multi-stage submersible pumps. The
pumps are operated by a control panel located in the control building adjacent to the wet
well. The control panel receives a signal from the filter plant when demand for water
calls for water from the pump station. Float switches in the wet well provide level
indication to the control panel.
The primary source of Arch Cape drinking water is Shark Creek. Arch Cape holds
water right Certificate No. 27506/Permit No. 22996 which authorizes Arch Cape to
divert 0.05 cubic feet per second from Shark Creek. This permit was issued to provide
domestic water service for 30 homes in 1954 and was not updated until additional
water rights applications were made in 1992. In November of 1992, the District applied
for water rights for 0.07 cubic feet per second and in January 1993 for an additional 0.05
cubic feet per second. This additional water would be for Quasi-Municipal use for up to 430
hookups for residences and businesses within the service area on Shark Creek. The 1992
application was approved June 4, 1996 (Permit No. 52408).
In April 1993, the District also applied for water rights on Asbury Creek for 0.3 cubic feet
per second. This is for Quasi-Municipal use for up to 430 hookups for residences and
businesses within the service area of the Arch Cape Domestic Water Supply District. The
Water Resources Department granted this water right on June 4, 1996 (Permit No. 52409) for
quasi-municipal use.
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On August 2, 1998, the District received new permits for both Shark Creek (Application
S73005, Permit 53491) and Asbury Creek (Application S-73332, Permit 53492). Permits
53408 and 53409, dated June 5, 1996 are no longer in force or effective, and are
superseded by Permits 53491, Shark Creek and 53492, Asbury Creek. Asbury Creek is
the District's priority water source during low flow periods. Copies of the Shark and
Asbury Creek Permits are included in Appendix A.
The District owns the land where the dam and treatment facilities are located on Shark Creek.
The land that is between District property and Asbury Creek is owned by Lynscot Ventures
and Kent Price. An easement was obtained from Mr. Kent Price and Mrs. Florence M. Price
as part of the additional water right on Asbury Creek (Book 896, Page 720, Records of
Clatsop County, Oregon). Zoning is under the jurisdiction of Clatsop County.
The area is covered by the Clatsop County Comprehensive Plan. The Southwest Coastal
Community Plan applies. The area is designated as a Rural Service Area. The District will
comply with conditions under Permits 53491 and 53492, dated October 21, 1998, and OAR
690-86-140(A) which allow the District to draw water from Shark and Asbury Creeks.

2.2 Current Service Area and Population Served
OAR 690-086-0140(2)
The unincorporated community of Arch Cape primarily occupies the low, relatively flat
area between the ocean and the edge of the Coast Range mountains. The low area is
approximately 1,000 feet wide in the Arch Cape area and the mountains rise quickly to
the east beyond this point. A map of the current service area is provided in Appendix B.
There are currently 280 water service connections served by the District. The population
estimate varies dramatically, depending on seasonal factors. The community has an
estimated full time population of 150 people; however, this number escalates in the
summer months. Population estimates were provided by examining voter registration
records and consulting with the Clatsop County Planning Department. Peak population
numbers for Arch Cape were extrapolated from laboratory results and data routinely
tracked at the Arch Cape Wastewater Treatment Facility. DEQ formulas were used for
correlating population estimates to daily Plant loading rates. It is estimated that Arch
Cape’s summer population may increase to 900 persons.
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2.3 Assessment of Adequacy and Reliability of Existing Water Supplies
OAR 690-086-0140(3)
The District currently holds water rights on two streams that flow through Arch Cape.
Both creeks have historically provided high quality water. However, in recent years, it is
suspected that logging activity within the water shed has contributed to high turbidity
events in the streams and high volumes of silt accumulation in the Shark Creek
impoundment. In addition to turbidity concerns, the water supply is also vulnerable to the
affects of chemical spray applications, as a result of current forest management practices.
To date, the water right on Shark Creek has been put to full beneficial use. Shark Creek
Permit 53491 allows diversion of .12 cfs, contingent upon the maintenance of a minimum
flow of .60 cfs in Shark Creek immediately downstream from the point of diversion. At
such time when stream flows recede to this level, the District may only divert .05 cfs until
stream flows rise back up above .60 cfs. Generally, the District exclusively diverts water
from Shark Creek from late September until early summer, when in-stream flow
requirements and seasonal limitations prevent meeting community water demand.
For this reason, the District developed a second water intake on Asbury Creek in 1999,
Permit 53492. The Asbury Creek intake provides or supplements the community’s water
needs during the driest months of the year. The Asbury Creek Permit allows diversion of
.30 cfs, of which presently .145 cfs is developed and .155 cfs undeveloped. The Permit
has a requirement for the maintenance of .10 cfs stream flow in Asbury Creek below the
point of diversion.
As of the preparation of this plan, the ability of the two water sources to meet District
demand is understood to be adequate. However, certain environmental factors raise
questions about the future reliability of the sources. Two prominent concerns involve fish
persistence study recommendations by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, and
the vulnerability of the watershed to chemical contamination from current timber land
management practices. These factors are addressed in section 2.5 of this plan.

Arch Cape Domestic Water Supply District Minimum Available Stream Flow
Supply
The following table provides a summary of District production capacity during low-flow stream conditions:

SOURCE
Shark Creek
.60 cfs is required to be maintained below
the point of diversion
Asbury Creek
.10 cfs is required to be maintained below
the point of diversion

Minimum Available Stream Flow Supply
(Gallons per Day)
32,143
93,709 developed portion
100,172 undeveloped portion
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2.4 Present and Historic Water Use
OAR 690-086-0140(4)
Planning for the District’s future water demands is based on examining consumption
statistics retrieved from water plant metering records. The following table provided
below examines the District’s water consumption demand for the previous five years.
Annual Use: Expressed in gallons, is the total amount of water sent out to the distribution
system, taken directly from master meter records.
Average Daily Demand: Expressed in gallons per day.
Average Daily Demand = Annual Use divided by 365
Max. Month Demand: Expressed in gallons, is the highest water consumption month for
a year
Average Day Max. Month Demand: Expressed in gallons per day, is the average daily
use within the highest usage month for a year
Peak Day Demand: Expressed in gallons per day, is the highest daily usage recorded for a
single day within a year.
Arch Cape Water Domestic Water Supply District Current Water Use Statistics
Average
Max.
Day Max. Peak Day
YEAR
Month
Month
Demand
Demand
Demand
(gal/day)
(gal)
(gal/day)
2010
8,880,777
1,076,000
34,710
80,000
August
July 5th
2011 *
11,718,226
32,105
1,976,802
63,767
88,767
July
July 4th
2012 **
9,672,015
26,499
1,398,565
45,115
67,662
August
Sept. 2nd
2013
9,062,360
24,828
1,393,079
44,938
68,399
July
July 5th
2014
10,351,431
28,360
1,471,667
47,473
78,450
August
July 5th
9,936,961
27,224
1,463,222
47,200
76,643
Average
32,105
1,976,802
63,767
88,767
Maximum 11,718,000
th
* Actual Peak Day 2011 was 140,000 on June 27 due to a water line break.
** Actual Peak Day 2012 was 84,779 on May 7th due to a water service leak
Annual
Use
(gal)

Average
Daily
Demand
(gal/day)
24,330
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2.5 Water Rights Inventory Table and Environmental Resources Issues
OAR 690-086-0140(5)
Appendix C provides a summary of water rights held by the Arch Cape Water District,
including historical water diversion data. A brief explanation of environmental resource
issues is also explained in this plan, and should be considered as potentially impactful to
future water supply needs.
Asbury Creek is currently the subject of a fish persistence study by the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife. Upon completion of the study, and recommendations
by ODFW, restrictions to the undeveloped portion of the water right may be imposed for
the purpose of developing fish habitat. This action has the potential to affect the District’s
ability to serve the future water needs of the community. A 1998 letter from Walt Weber
of the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, written to the Oregon Water Resources
Department, declares that the minimum stream flow of .10 cfs is adequate for fish
persistence below the Asbury Intake (see Appendix D). It is the hope of the District that
these earlier findings will supersede any future curtailment measure recommendations
concerning the water intake.
Another concern involves the threat of chemical contamination of the water source. The
District’s drinking water shed is comprised of approximately 1250 acres, of which 969
are owned by a private timber company. Chemical application is a preferred method of
vegetation management within the timber industry. The practice has raised concerns
among water users in the area. The District’s Source Water Assessment Report identifies
forest management practices, including chemical application, as a potential high risk to
the drinking water source.
The District will be working with Stimson Lumber Company in the future to attempt to
create a Mutual Order of Understanding, with the goal of establishing the best possible
outcomes for the mutual interests of the District and Stimson Lumber Company.
There exists considerable interest among various groups for purchasing timber lands, in
order to maintain drinking water protection. The possibility of the District purchasing the
watershed has been discussed in the past. The appeal of this option is the control that
owning the watershed would afford the District, concerning the water quality that enters
the treatment plant.
2.6 Customers Served and Water Use Summary
OAR 690-086-0140(6)
Arch Cape is a residential community. There are 280 water service connections within
the District. There are no parks, irrigated areas, drinking fountains, public restrooms, or
swimming pools.
There are three tourist inns in town, and one retail business. The retail business is located
on the West side of Highway 101, midway through Arch Cape. The property owner is in
the planning stages of developing the current variety shop into a larger commercial
operation. Plans for a restaurant, surf shop, and office spaces are being developed for the
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property. The current ¾” meter connection serving the property will be undersized for
this kind of demand. There is the possibility for the need to supply the property with a
large meter, to accommodate water use needs. The owner is planning on implementing
some form of water re-use for the development. As of the time of this plan’s writing, a reuse tank is hoped to be used to supply water for vehicle washing and similar activities.
The customer base of Arch Cape is rather unique in regard to water usage. Historically,
Arch Cape has been a second-home community. The majority of homes are used on
weekends, holidays, and in the summer. During the winter months, many homes are
unused for extended periods. The bulk of the water demand in Arch Cape occurs in the
summer and on busy holiday weekends throughout the year.

Customer Classes and Usage:

Institutional Use 2010-2014:
CHURCH:
YEAR
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Avg. Month Gallons Peak Month Gallons Annual Use
6,485
17,260
77,820
8,392
20,650
100,710
8,935
55,400 (leak)
107,230
3,280
6,250
39,370
3,721
5,970
44,660

FIRE STATION:
YEAR
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Avg. Month Gallons Peak Month Gallons
Not Metered
““
Not Metered
““
Meter installed Aug.
1,100
214
1,670
277
1,850

Annual Use
““
““
2,860
2,570
3,320
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Commercial Use 2010-2014:
YEAR

Connections

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

4
4
4
4
4

Ave. Month
Gallons
50,905
48,421
42,856
42,756
35,455

Peak Month
Gallons
91,380
84,160
69,210
100,980
67,970

Annual Use
Gallons
610,870
581,060
514,280
513,070
425,470

Residential Use 2010-2014:
YEAR

Connections

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

272
272
272
273
274

Ave. Month
Gallons
616,331
614,313
669,029
649,368
685,055

Peak Month
Gallons
1,246240
1,145,840
1,151,330
1,278,360
1,261,500

Annual Use
Gallons
7,395,980
7,371,760
8,028,350
7,792,420
8,220,670

Top 10 Water Users 2014
(In Gallons)
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0

Residential
Commercial

Top Accounts By Usage
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2.7 Interconnections with Other Systems
OAR 690-086-0140(7)
The District currently is not inter-tied to any other water systems.
In the event of an emergency, it is possible to temporarily connect to Cannon View
Park’s water system. Cannon View Park has two 75,000 gallon concrete storage tanks to
serve 50 homes in the small subdivision on the north end of Arch Cape. It is a spring-fed
system. During the summer, these springs produce approximately 7 gpm.
An arrangement is in place for Cannon View Park to supply the District with water only
in the event of a major, substantial disruption of the water supply system. The agreement
is reciprocated, and was upheld by the District in the early 2000’s. In the event of an
intertie where Cannon View Park was supplying water to Arch Cape, curtailment would
be required to maintain an adequate supply of water. A copy of the agreement with
Cannon View Park is included in Appendix E. The District does have an
intergovernmental agreement in place with the city of Cannon Beach. Although, this is
primarily for personnel and equipment needs in the event of emergency, and does not
specify the supplementation of water in any way.

2.8 System Schematic (See Appendix B)
OAR 690-086-0140(8)

2.9 Quantification of System Leakage
OAR 690-086-0140(9)
The difference between production and sales is known as “non-revenue water”.
Unaccounted for water over the past 5 years has averaged just below 18 percent. This
number is computed by taking the difference between master meter production numbers
and recorded use from the District’s billing accounts. Non-revenue water includes water
used for beneficial purposes such as the flushing of water mains, fire fighting use, and
authorized withdrawals from fire hydrants at construction sites. It may also include some
unauthorized uses, leakage, and other losses. The District will continue to annually
compare its production and sales quantities to maintain a clear picture of system leakage
problems. The large water loss in 2011 was attributed to a leaking section of AC pipe that
was discovered in a swampy area that likely was undetected for an extended period of
time. This section was repaired. The 2014 increase in usage was partially contributed by
combination of District hydrant flushing and contractor use. The Arch Cape Sanitary
District lined a large portion of the sewer collection system during this time. Water from
the distribution system was used by contractors for cleaning and during the slip-lining
process of wastewater collection lines.
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Non-Revenue Water (gallons)
Production
Billed Sales
NonRevenue
Water
% Total
Production

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

9,156,321
7,511,160

11,714,015
8,053,530

9,771,592
8,652,720

9,062,360
8,080,387

10,413,360
8,694,120

1,645,161

3,660,485

1,118,872

981,973

1,719,240

18%

31%

11%

11%

17%

Section 3: Water Conservation Element
The following section is written to satisfy the requirements of OAR 690-086-0150. It
provides a status report on conservation measures implemented in the District’s 1998
WMCP. The District’s current water conservation program is discussed, and benchmarks
for meeting required conservation measures are also identified.

Conservation Benchmarks
OAR 690-086-0150 (4) requires that all water suppliers establish five year benchmarks
for implementing the following water management and conservation measures:







Annual Water Audit
System-wide Metering
Meter Testing and Maintenance
Water Rate Structure
Leak Detection and Repair
Public Education

3.1 Water Use Measuring and Reporting Program
OAR 690-086-0150(2)
An Annual Water Use Report for each water right is submitted to the Oregon Water
Resources Department by December 31st each year using the “Flow Meter Method”
approved by OWRD under OAR 690-085-0015 (5). Flow meter readings, which record
cumulative flow, are taken daily at the plant to compile flow data.
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3.2 Currently Implemented Conservation Measures
OAR 690-086-0150(3)
Oregon Water Resources Department outlined several conditional approval requirements
in the Final Order approving Arch Cape’s 1998 WMCP. The District has met all of the
requirements:
1. A staff gage was installed downstream of the Asbury Creek diversion point.
2. The District’s WMCP defines the current minimum flows required for all points of
diversion.
3. The District’s WMCP reflects Asbury Creek as the priority source during low flow
periods.
4. The District’s WMCP reflects the conservation-based rate structure adopted by the
Board of Commissioners.
5. The District’s WMCP identifies specific timelines for meter maintenance/replacement.
The District has also undertaken several additional measures that were not identified in its
1998 WMCP. The following conservations measures listed below are currently implemented
by the District.
o The installation of AMR meters throughout the District
o The establishment of an irrigation system policy, requiring residents with
irrigation systems to annually verify the proper operation of their systems.
o The installation of low flow toilets and fixtures at the wastewater treatment plant
o Public outreach conservation press releases submitted to the local publication
“The Tunnel Echoes”

3.3 Annual Water Audit
OAR 690-086-0150(4)(a)
Over the past five years the District’s annual water loss has been just under 18 percent.
However, this figure has not taken into account water used during routine main flushing
or water used for operational uses at the wastewater and water treatment plants.
The water audit from 2014 reveals water loss at 17 per cent (See Table, page 13)
Five Year Benchmark:
The District will install meters at the water and wastewater treatment plants to track
usage at the facilities. The District will develop and implement a program to track nonrevenue water usage for activities such as main flushing. The District will work with the
local fire and public works departments to better measure authorized uses by the
agencies. Non-revenue usage will be factored into all future auditing reports starting in
2016.
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3.4 Full Metering of System
OAR 690-086-0150(4)(b)
All customer accounts within the District are metered and are read by staff monthly.
Currently, there are no water meters at the Water and Wastewater Treatment Plants.
Although these accounts are not billed, it may be useful to install meters at these
locations to better track the amount of water that is used for daily operations including
plant wash downs, laboratory work, and possible leaks.
Five Year Benchmark:
The District will install meters at the Wastewater and Water Treatment Plants to track
usage at the facilities.

3.5 Meter Testing and Maintenance Program
OAR 690-086-0150(4)(c)
The Water Treatment Plant has three Siemens flow meters that record daily flow data
which is incorporated into the District’s annual reports. The meters were installed with
the plant in 2010. They have not been calibrated since installation.
Service meters were installed in the District in 1986. Since that time, the District meter
testing program initiated the replacement of a meter if it reached one million gallons, or
did not test accurately. In 2009-2010 all meters within the District were replaced with
AMR units. These units were not tested until 2015. The District replaces meters when
one million gallons are registered, or if the meter does not measure accurately. Staff will
test 10% of District meters annually, as part of its meter testing and maintenance
program.
Five Year Benchmark:
The District will annually test 10% of its customer meters, as part of its meter testing and
maintenance program. The District proposes testing its flow meters every five years.
3.6 Rate Structure Based on Quantity of Water Metered
OAR 690-086-0150 (4)(d)
The present rate structure for the District was established by Board Resolution in 2012.
All customer accounts are metered and billed a quarterly base rate, depending on meter
size. The base rate includes monthly water usage for up to 5,000 gallons. In order to
encourage conservation, water use above 5,000 gallons is separated into different billing
tiers. A breakdown of the current rate structure is provided in Figure A below. Figure B
provides a further breakdown of the District’s rate structure which was established to
encourage conservation among water users.
Figure A: Rate Structure
3/4 inch service connection:
1 inch service connection:
Monthly Base Rate: $40.33
Monthly Base Rate: $45.67
Water Quarterly Debt Surcharge: $19
Water Quarterly Debt Surcharge: $19
Quarterly Base Rate: $140
Quarterly Base Rate: $156
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Figure B: Conservation-Based Excess usage Billing Tier Structure

Tiers
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 4
Tier 5

Usage
5,001-8,000
gallons
8,001-12,000
gallons
12,001-16,000
gallons
16,001-25,000
gallons
25,000 and up

Price per 100
Gallons

Amount

Cumulative

$.25

$7.50

$7.50

$.75

$30.00

$37.50

$5.00

$200.00

$237.50

$9.00
$15.00

$810.00

$1,047.00

Five Year Benchmark:

The District will continue to maintain a rate structure that is based on a volumetric
charge associated with the amount of water metered at the customer’s service
connection. Additionally, every 5 years, the District will review its rate structure to
ensure that rates fully reflect the cost of treating and delivering water to its customers.

3.7 Leak Detection Program
OAR690-086-0150(4)(e)
The District’s small size makes a staff monitored leak detection program possible. Staff
reads water meters monthly, and has a close historical understanding of customer
accounts in the small community served by the District. When meter readings are
registered that seem out of the norm with historical customer account information, a staff
member investigates the possibility of a leak and makes a courtesy call to the
homeowner. A color coded system that identifies the highest monthly usages and billing
tiers was developed by the District’s administrative assistant to aid staff in the process of
reviewing monthly usage data for any leaks or anomalies that turn up in the current meter
reading period.
The AMR system installed throughout the District in 2010 is the most useful tool in the
District’s leak detection program. The system is especially effective during freeze events
during the winter. A software program that is linked to the meters can also identify the
17

time in which customer usage events occurred. This historical tracking feature is used to
identify and explain high usage patterns, and is a courtesy service provided to customers.
The majority of the District’s customers are conservation minded as well, and have often
proactively identified leaks to District staff in the past.
The Treatment plant SCADA system is monitored regularly by staff and is equipped with
an auto-dialer to alert staff in the event of high flow or low reservoir situations. Daily
data is trended, including peak and total flows, and any leakage indications are promptly
investigated.
The District upgraded 7,000 feet of old, leaking asbestos-concrete pipe in 2010. Leak
and main break occurrences have drastically decreased since this project was completed.

Five Year Benchmark:
The District will continue to uphold its current Leak
Detection practices in the future.

3.8 Public Education Program
OAR 690-086-0150(4)(f)
The District has routinely kept its customers informed about conservation measures in the
past. The following public education measures are planned to be part of the District’s
Water Management and Conservation Plan, with progress updates being made to the
Oregon Water Resources Department in five years.
o The District will annually submit a water conservation press release in the
community’s quarterly newsletter publication, The Tunnel Echoes.
o The annual Water Quality Consumer Confidence Report will have a section
relating to water conservation, providing tips for conserving water indoors and
methods for low-use outdoor irrigation. This information will be available on the
Arch Cape website.
o Customers with irrigation systems will be sent a reminder in the mail to have their
systems checked and maintained by May 1st each year.
o The District will continue free leak detection services for customers, utilizing the
AMR system and conducting re-reads of meters when anomalies occur.
o The District will post water conservation material at kiosks and areas in the District
frequented by the public.
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Five Year Benchmark:
The District will continue its public education program in order to help its customers
understand the finite value of the resource and have the knowledge to instill conservation
measures within their own homes.

Section 4: Water Curtailment Element
The following section is written to satisfy the requirements of OAR 690-086-0170.
It provides a description of past supply deficiencies within the District. A detailed outline
of curtailment measures is explained. The triggers for each stage of alert, as well as the
necessary actions required of staff, are also included. The District will follow this section
of the Plan in the event of a short term water supply emergency.
4.1 Water Supply Assessment and Description of Past Deficiencies
OAR 690-086-0160(1)
The District has not faced water shortage issues since developing the Asbury Creek
Intake in 1999, and has not had to implement water curtailment restrictions due to a
limited water source supply within the last 10 years. The summer of 2015 brought
drought conditions across the state, impacting areas on the coast, as well. The District
reached out to its customers in July of 2015 and asked that customers practice voluntary
conservation measures in preparation of entering into a water curtailment situation. Rains
finally came in late August that prevented any sort of action levels of alert to be taken by
the District. The dry summer served to be a reminder of the crucial role that water
conservation plays in determining the course for the District’s future management and
operational plans.
The District is awaiting the recommendation of the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife, concerning ODFW’s opinion regarding stream flows necessary for fish
persistence on Asbury Creek. ODFW’s recommendation to the Oregon Water Resources
Department has the potential to have a limiting effect on the District’s supply capacity in
the future. The Asbury Creek source is essential in providing the present and future water
needs of the District. Any future supply deficiencies that the District will experience, will
likely be attributed to measures implemented as a result of the fish persistence findings.
4.2 Stages of Alert
OAR 690-086-0160(2)
The following stages of alert will be used to identify various levels of water shortage
events within the District. Each stage of alert, including their associated trigger and
action measures are described in the tables below.
Level 1 – Mild Alert. Establish awareness of a potential water supply shortage.
Level 2 – Medium Alert. Water Supply Shortage.
Level 3 – High Alert. Severe Water Supply Shortage
Level 4 – Critical Water Supply Emergency
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WATER CURTAILMENT PLAN: Triggers & Curtailment Actions
STAGE

TRIGGER

Asbury Creek natural stream flow
drops to .40 cfs
Level 1

Or
Water usage reaches 80% of
production capacity for 5
consecutive days

CURTAILMENT
ACTIONS
“Prep Work”
Establish community awareness
and encourage voluntary
conservation measures. Post signs
at mail box kiosk, community
store, etc. Distribute email to
community email list and post
notice on Arch Cape website.
Focus: Conservation education
Flush water mains for essential
needs only

Level 2

Level 3

Asbury Creek natural stream flow
drops to .30 cfs
Or
Water usage reaches 90% of
production capacity three
consecutive days

Continue with Mild alert Actions.
Place outdoor watering on
odd/even schedule in early
mornings and at night. No use of
water to wash down the WWTP
or WTP structures.

Asbury Creek natural stream flow
drops to .25 cfs.

No use of District supplied water
for car washing or irrigation

Or

*New lawn, grass, or turf that has
been seeded or sodded after
March 1st of the calendar year in
which restrictions are imposed,
may be watered until vegetation
is established between the times
of 8am to 8pm.
Activate Reverse 911 call to
notify customers.

Water use reaches 95% of
production capacity for three
consecutive days
Or
Severe drought is declared

Asbury Creek natural stream flow
drops to .10 cfs
Or
Level 4

Tank level is reduced to three day
average supply, plus one fire flow
event:
13’ level in Summer
10’ level in Winter

Continue with Level 3 Alert
Actions.
All Outdoor Use Prohibited.
Violators may be cited and
service discontinued for repeat
violations.

Or
Natural disaster that incapacitates
water system or source
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STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES:
The following staff will have responsibilities for the following tasks in the event that the
curtailment plan is required to be deployed:
District Manager:
Advises the Water District Board President of curtailment measures to be implemented.
Responsible for all direct and indirect customer and media outreach efforts.
Plant Operator:
Responsible for assisting the District Manager in implementing the curtailment plan,
including: coordinating with residential and commercial water users to reduce
consumption and ensure that water use activities are commensurate with the curtailment
plan.
Administrative Assistant:
Responsible for distributing notifications of curtailment to customers through email and
the website.
Clatsop County Emergency Management Department:
Will send “reverse 911” phone message to customers for Level 3 and 4 curtailment.
Clatsop Co. Sherriff’s Department:
If necessary, responsible for issuing citations if situations
arise where public interference with utility service occurs.

Section 5: Water Supply Element
The water supply element of this Water Management and Conservation Plan is included
to provide an overview of the ability of the District to meet future demands. This section
includes population and demand projections and evaluates the adequacy of the existing
water supply and need for alternative resources.
5.1 Future Service Area and Population Projections
OAR690-086-0170(1)
The current service boundaries are shown on the system schematic plate bound herein
and was originally estimated to permit development of up to 750 connections. The
District is a Rural Service Area contained within the Clatsop County Comprehensive
plan. Currently the County has limited growth within the District to a maximum of 430
single family residential units. Similar to a municipal urban growth boundary, boundary
expansions or density increases are anticipated in the future as a matter of necessity as the
service population increases.
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The rate of population growth can easily be defined by the Clatsop County projections
completed in recent years. The County has quantified an average growth rate of 0.4%
county-wide from 2000 to 2010. Cities within the County experienced a growth rate in
excess of 0.7% whereas the rural area experienced a reduction of 0.2% per year, which
can be attributed to annexation to the cities. Due to the defined service district
boundaries, the Arch Cape Water District is most likely similar to the growth within
Cities within the County and anticipated to follow the county-wide projections of 0.7%
per year. The growth rate observed in the most recent year was 1.8%, which is anticipated
to be atypical.
Although the growth rate can be reasonably defined, the actual number of residents and
future population projections are very difficult due to the seasonal fluctuations, as noted
in the Current Service Area discussion. Currently, the number of full time residents is
estimated at 150 but can swell to 900 seasonally. As a result, quantifying per capita
demands and projecting population is not a reasonable exercise.
Alternatively, the number and size of each connection is well known and provides a very
accurate accounting of Equivalent Dwelling Units (EDU). There are currently 280
connections to the system, with all but 13 being served by a 3/4" water meter (actually
5/8" x 3/4"), which defines one EDU. Thirteen of the water services are 1" which are the
equivalent of 1.66 EDU each, therefore the District currently serves a total of 267
connections times 1.0 EDU each, plus 13 times 1.66 EDU each, for a total in 2014 of 289
EDU. Due to the critical need for water, the District has projected demands for a period of 50
years, until the year 2065. The following table estimates the number of EDU within the service
district at five different growth rates from 0.6% per year to 1.4% per year:
Arch Cape Domestic Water Supply District
EQUIVALENT DWELLING UNIT PROJECTIONS
GROWTH RATES FROM 0.4% to 1% PER YEAR

Year
2014
2015
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2065

Estimated Equivalent Dwelling Units (EDU)
0.60%
289
291
300
318
338
358
381
392

0.80%
289
291
303
328
356
385
417
434

1.00%
289
292
307
339
374
413
457
480

1.20%
289
292
310
350
394
444
500
531

1.40%
289
293
314
361
415
477
548
587

At a minimum, a growth rate of 1.0% should be planned for, although if the growth more
closely follows the urbanized areas within the County, a growth rate of 0.7% will be
more accurate.
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A population correlation is more difficult to project, however, based on the approximate
current full time population in 2015 versus the number of EDU calculated for 2015, the
full-time population projected for 50 years at 1.0% would equate to approximately 250
people, with seasonal impacts to increase the service population to approximately 1,500
by the year 2065.
At a 1.0% growth rate, the projected growth through the year 2050 can be accommodated
within the current service district boundary without any comprehensive plan changes.
5.2 Schedule to Fully Exercise Each Permit
OAR 690-086-0170(2)
Due to the need to have sufficient water to meet peak day demands, both Shark
Creek and Asbury Creek have been fully developed, however, not certificated. The
physical improvements are in-place to put the entire permitted water right to beneficial
use on each source.
Peak day demand projections in the year 2065 at a 1.0% growth rate are estimated at
146,000 gallons per day at 305gpd/EDU. Excepting the complications created by
seasonal low flow conditions, the existing water rights can produce over 250,000 gallons
per day. If all of the rights were available year-round, the District would not fully utilize
all of the existing permitted rights by the year 2065. The long term demand for water will
never reduce, but will always escalate in perpetuity. Accordingly, it is still critical that all
water rights be protected until the time they are needed.
Seasonal fluctuations and redundancy needs dramatically alter this outlook. It is not
unusual to see seasonal stream flows approaching the minimums protected for fish
habitat. Under low flow conditions the permitted source of supply can be reduce by as
much as 90%.
Prior to 2000, the District modified its original permit capacity to accommodate
minimum flow rates to protect fish populations. In 1998, through discussions with the
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the Oregon Water Resources Department,
the District relocated its point of withdrawal and incorporated a minimum stream flow
into the permit to accommodate fish.
As a result of those permit changes and the seasonal fluctuation of stream flows, neither
of the two existing sources are capable by themselves to serve the projected demand. The
Shark Creek source has a permitted capacity of 0.12 CFS or 78,000 gallons per day if
sufficient stream flow is available. This source is restricted to a peak withdrawal of
32,000 gallons per day if stream flow drops below 0.6 CFS for protection of fish
populations. Typically, the Shark Creek stream flow requires this source to be
discontinued through the summer dry periods.
The Asbury Creek source is permitted to withdraw 0.30 CFS, or 190,000 gallons per day,
if adequate stream flow is available to maintain a minimum of 0.10 CFS for fish
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populations. However, this source is also impacted by the dry weather periods, which
mandates reducing the system production capacity.
Shark Creek is a tributary to Asbury Creek, so discontinuing withdrawal from Shark
Creek during the low flow periods allows more of the permitted water to be withdrawn
from Asbury Creek. As a result, voluntarily discontinuing the Shark Creek source during
dry periods has no impact on the amount of available water and is the typical operating
practice.
Based on the permitted withdrawal from the Asbury Creek source, and estimating a 1%
growth rate, the District would not expect to fully utilize the 0.3 CFS permit quantity for
approximately 75 years, until approximately the year 2090.
Redundancy also mandates the District develop both existing sources as well as explore
alternative supplies.
5.3 Demand Forecasts
OAR 690-086-0170(3)
Per capita peak day demands are elusive; however, peak day demands into the
distribution system per EDU are easily calculated. Based on the table provided in Section
2, the Peak Day Demand averaged over the past five years was 275 gallons per day per
EDU.
To determine source water requirements, the water required for the plant production,
primarily including backwash water must be added to the quantity discharged into the
distribution system. Plant records indicate an average of approximately 11% of the
treated water quantity is required for production. As a result, including 11% for water
used at the treatment facility the maximum day demand per EDU is 305 gallons per day.
The following table estimates the peak day demands through the year 2065 at estimated
growth rates from 0.6% to 1.4% per year:
District Peak Demand Projections: Growth Rates From 0.6% to 1.4% Per Year

Year
2014
2015
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2065

Demand Projections (gallons per day)
0.60%
0.80%
1.00%
1.20%
88,200
88,200
88,200
88,200
88,729
88,906
89,082
89,258
91,423
92,519
93,626
94,744
97,059
100,193 103,421 106,747
103,042
108,503 114,242 120,271
109,395
117,503 126,194 135,509
116,138
127,249 139,396 152,676
119,665
132,421 146,507 162,060

1.40%
88,200
89,435
95,873
110,173
126,606
145,491
167,192
179,227
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5.4 Comparison of Projected need & Available Sources
OAR 690-086-0170(4)
The District has a year round demand projected at 146,000 gallons per day by the year
2065. The Shark Creek source can provide a maximum of 78,000 gallons per day if
adequate stream flow is present. Flow records, however, confirm this source must be
discontinued in the dry periods.
The Asbury Creek source can provide up to 190,000 gallons per day if stream flow is
adequate. Stream flow records indicate low flow periods can reduce the available
capacity to less than half the permitted capacity.
As a result, neither of the existing developed sources is adequate to meet projected
demands during the dry weather periods. The demands will not exceed the permitted
rights, but the available water will limit the capacity. The District will, however, exceed
the available quantity of developed source water within 5 years and will need approval of
additional greenlight water to meet demands.
The District is dependent upon the Asbury Creek source during all dry weather periods as
a result of the minimum stream flow in Shark Creek. During the dry weather periods, the
District has no redundancy. Alternative sources will need to be developed in the near
future to better assure the system can operate without interruption.
The District is discussing the future need for a second reservoir on the South end of town
to provide additional storage and redundancy in the case of a failure of the Shark Creek
storage reservoir. The second reservoir is currently listed as a capital improvement
project. A clearer picture of the need for and timing of this project will develop in the
coming years.
5.5 Analysis of Alternative Sources
OAR 690-086-0170(5) and(8)
Conservation Measures
The District serves a large population of second homes and seasonal tourists. As a result,
conservation measures are less effective. Seasonal population typically does not see the
impacts of conservation on the water bills and has less of an incentive to reduce
consumption. The District makes efforts to educate homeowners about water
conservation, and has implemented a conservation-based billing structure. It is the
District’s goal for homeowners to relay and distribute this information to their short-term
renters.
Since the last Water Management and Conservation Plan was prepared in 1998, the
metered peak day demands have reduced from an estimated 325 gallons per day per
connection to 275 gallons per day per connection, excluding the source water required for
the plant production. The current demand projections of 275 gallons per EDU peak day
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demands, which equates to 305 gallons per EDU with production requirements, are very
low by comparison to most water systems. As a result, conservation measures are being
implemented but are not anticipated to appreciably reduce the already low per capita
consumption.
Interconnection with Other Municipal Supplies
The District is very isolated from adjacent municipal water systems with the exception of
Cannon View Park system to the north, and the Falcon-Cove Beach Domestic Water
Supply District to the south.
The Cannon View Park, Inc. system is located north of and abutting the District system.
The Cannon View system pressure is approximately 5 psi below the District’s, although
the District could effectively operate during an emergency at a reduced pressure.
The Cannon View source of supply is limited to one developed spring with a capacity of
less than 10 gallons per minute and storage of 140,000 gallons. Both water suppliers have
been discussing an interconnection for many years. Based on capacity and pressures, the
Cannon View system could only minimally support the District’s system during an
emergency, and then for only a short time until the storage was depleted. The cost to
connect to this system would be less than $40,000.
The Falcon-Cove Beach Domestic Water Supply District (FCBDWSD) is located
approximately 1.2 miles south of Arch Cape and serves less than 100 customers, most
being second homes or vacation homes. Average daily demands for FCBDWSD are less
than 30,000 gallons per day.
The FBCDWSD utilizes two spring sources, the northern spring being the only point
accessible to Arch Cape. The south spring is isolated into the southern portion of the
FCBDWSD service area. The FCBDWSD water rights on the North Spring are 0.13 CFS
or 58 gpm. The records do not indicate the amount of available water during the dry
season, but it is reasonable to conclude the spring source is limited and would not be able
to produce the entire amount permitted right year-round.
The cost to connect to the FCBDSWD would be high due to the alignment along
Highway 101 and the need to cross through the Hwy 101 tunnel, assuming ODOT would
permit crossing through the tunnel. The cost to connect to the FCBDWSD is estimated at
$1.6 to $2.0 million, well beyond the benefit this connection could provide.
There are no other potential municipal water supply systems in the area.
Surface Water
There is a substantial quantity of water available from the surface water streams within
the District's existing surface water permits. Currently 0.145 of the 0.3 CFS permit on
Asbury Creek is developed. The District has the infrastructure in-place and an immediate
need to increase this capacity to meet the 20-year projected demands through the use of
greenlight water. Of the remaining 0.155 undeveloped permit capacity available from
Asbury Creek, the District should secure an additional 0.055 CFS of Green light water.
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Arch Cape Creek or tributaries to Arch Cape Creek provide some opportunities. The
District currently has undeveloped surface water rights on Dichter Creek totaling 0.3 CFS
or 190,000 gallons per day. This source has some improvements in place as it originally
served the population of the area. Seasonal flow rates have not been quantified for this
source.
The Arch Cape Shingle Company (Permit No. 17721) has a certificated right of 0.23 CFS
or 150,000 gallons per day for log pond and fire protection that could easily be
transferred to the District. Similarly, Angelo Costanzo (Permit No. 24778) has a
certificated right of 0.10 CFS or 65,000 gallons per day on Arch Cape Creek. Both the
Shingle Mill and Costanzo rights date back over 50 years and should be able to be
transferred.
The shortcoming of developing these alternative streams is that it would require treatment
as a surface water influenced stream. Similar to Asbury Creek, these sources also have
very limited capacity in the dry weather periods. The logistics of transmission and
treatment, as well as proximity to the wastewater facilities make this source less feasible
than other options.
Groundwater:There are several wells within the District that provide an indication that
groundwater would be a feasible alternative to supplement the surface water. The State
has recently done some preliminary testing of groundwater quality within the District
boundary. Results for the presence of nitrate, arsenic, pesticides, and other contaminants
have not yet been released. The existing wells have limited capacity; however, the
existing wells have a proven performance history and acceptable quality. Groundwater
supplies may possibly provide a portion of the demand, and would provide needed
redundancy.
Groundwater does not require treatment other than potentially for secondary
contaminants such as hardness, iron, and manganese. As a result, with the addition of
residual disinfectant, groundwater can be pumped directly into the system at effectively
all locations of the distribution system.
Groundwater appears to be the most feasible source of additional long term water
supplies due to availability and cost. As of the writing of this plan, one desirable
groundwater option for the District would be to acquire ownership of a private well
approximately 500 feet from the water treatment plant and reservoir. Preliminary testing
from 2008 indicated that the well could provide a yield at 30 gpm, assuming that a
significant increase in drawdown did not occur.
Future Source Summary
The immediate need will be for the District to secure an additional 0.055 CFS of
greenlight water to serve the demands for the next 20 years, from the existing Asbury
Creek permit. The prospect of the District’s water supply being serviced or supplemented
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by wells will continue to be explored in the future. This need will be directly determined
by the supply and quality of the water supplied by Shark and Asbury Creeks.

Confluence of Shark and Asbury Creeks
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Appendix A Permits
Shark Creek Permit 53491 & Asbury Creek Permit 53492
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Appendix B: Map of Current Service Area

Appendix C:

Water Rights Inventory Table
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Application No.

Permit No.

Priority Date

Certif.
No.

Transfer
No.

Source

Use

Allowed
Rate (cfs or
af)

Auth.
Comp.
Date

Notes

S-51502

Permit S-51502 was RECONSIDERED and WITHDRAWN by OWRD and replaced with Permit S-52408.

S-52408

Permit S-52408 was cancelled and SUPERSEDED by Permit S-53461.

S-53461

Permit S-3461 was cancelled and SUPERSEDED by Permit S-53491.

S-53491

11-19-1992 for
0.07 cfs and
1-19-1993 for 0.05
cfs

S-52409

Permit S-52409 was MODIFIED (a change in Point of Diversion) by Permit Amendment T-7981 approved on 6-1-1998 under Special Order Vol. 52, Pg.
547.
Permit S-52409 was then SUPERSEDED by Permit S-53462.

S-53462

Permit S-53462 was cancelled and SUPERSEDED by Permit S-53492.

S-73005

N/A

N/A

Shark Creek,
tributary to Asbury
Creek
(also known as
North Fork Asbury
Creek)

Municipal Use for
up to 750 hookups
for residences and
businesses within
Arch Cape’s
service area

0.12 cfs
(54.0 gpm)

10-12002

S-73332

S-53492

4-6-1993

N/A

N/A

S-29198

S-22996

5-25-1954

S-27506

N/A

R-29112

R-1633

4-12-1954

27507

N/A

S-30962

S-24778

4-2-1957

27509

N/A

Asbury Creek,
tributary to Pacific
Ocean

North Fork Asbury
Creek/Reservoir to
Pacific Ocean
(NF Asbury Creek
is known as Shark
Creek)
Shark Creek to
Asbury Creek
Unnamed Stream
to Arch Cape Creek

Municipal Use for
up to 750 hookups
for residences and
businesses within
Arch Cape’s
service area

Extension to
10-1-2022 w/
development
limitation of
0.145 cfs (of
0.3 cfs)

Domestic Use for
30 Families

(22.4 gpm)

Domestic Use

Domestic Use

(Costanzo)

S-29368

S-23142

7-30-1954

27508

N/A

Unnamed Stream
to Arch Cape Creek
(Dichter Creek)

S-73284

Domestic and
Industrial Manf.

0.05 cfs

1.0 af
(0.62 gpm)
0.10 cfs
(44.8 gpm)

0.2 cfs
(89 gpm)

10-12002

CBU received 5-17-2007

Permit Extension to
10-1-2022 with
development limitation of
0.145 cfs (of 0.3 cfs)
Max Instantaneous Rate
Of .20 cfs used to date

9-231960

9-231960

9-231960

9-231960

Estimated Maximum
Instantaneous Rate .10 cfs
No Historical Data
Available
Estimated Maximum
Instantaneous Rate
.20 cfs No Historical Data
Available

This application was voluntarily WITHDRAWN by Arch Cape Water District. A Final Order officially documenting the withdrawal of Application S-73284 was issued by OWRD
on September 12, 2002. Application S-73284 is of no further force or effect.
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Appendix D:

Oregon Dept. of Fish and Wildlife Letter to OWRD
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Appendix E:
Cannon View Park Emergency Water Agreement
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Appendix F:

Environmental Concerns for Arch Cape Water Rights
(S53491 and S53492 and C27506)

State -Listed as Sensitive
Coastal Coho Salmon (sensitive vulnerable)
Oregon Coast Steelhead (sensitive vulnerable)
Chum Salmon (sensitive critical)
Western Brook Lamprey (sensitive vulnerable)
Pacific Lamprey (sensitive vulnerable)
Federal -Listed as Threatened
Pacific Eulachon
Oregon Coast Coho Salmon
Water Quality Limited
TMDL for Turbidity
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Appendix G:
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APPENDIX H:
ODFW Final Fish Persistence Recommendation Letter December 2015
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